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Introduction
The world we live in is signing different
tunes. Global markets are at the doorsteps
of drastic amelioration. In the next few
years, industries will run‐through more
transformation than what they practiced in
the decades before, old prototypes will
become terminated and new models will be
established, this is because of development
and implementation of sophisticated
information system.
This system implies constant learning and
specialization of the development team in at
least two basic areas. Time of intensive
information technology development seeks a
constant education and specialization in this
segment. For the successful development of
information systems, besides good
knowledge of modern technologies, constant
learning and specialization about specific
business industry is crucial.

With this idea and aiming to
develop software solutions
of highest quality, Madhees
have formed a development
team that is constantly
learning and specializing
through our internal
processes. In order to
achieve the best results we
have narrowed our offer on
the development and
implementation of
information systems for the
needs of cross‐sectorial
business entities.
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Perfection of our choice is confirmed by our
clienteles who over and over again, above and
beyond implementation of software solutions
are in quest of the best solutions for internal
business processes. Gaining in‐depth
knowledge together with continuous exposure
to the most assorted demands from our users
has improved our development team in solving
tangible problems and business demands. By
framing high specifications in software
development and implementation we have
developed our own idea of informatization of
operational procedures to achieve high level of
transmogrify.
Inclined by your needs and our visualization,
our goal is always to go beyond expectations
and guarantee customer consummation, by
creating effective, inventive and
cost‐effective solutions.
Confidence and building corporation with our
clienteles is the foundation upon which our
organization is built, and this boosts us to
work hard by virtue of what we achieve our
assignment and your success!
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Services
Consulting
Hiring & Selection
The staffing process is nothing like it used to be.
That's why we aren't like any other company.
People are the most amazing, complicated, dynamic
and important piece in the business puzzle; …and
that gonna will never change.
Hiring the right people ‐ sounds easy, doesn't it? Yet
we all know it's one of the most difficult of
organizational challenges. Making mistakes here is a
very costly business.
Madhees works in the process that will best suit
your long‐term needs. With a commitment to quality
and customer stratification, our associates initiate
the process by knowing your organizational
requirements and goals and provide you with tools
and resources to further your goal by getting right
choice at your work place.
Prior to commencing any recruitment activity we
invest time in getting to know your operations.
We will work closely with you to plan and define
priorities in your needs.

Recruitment Process Outsourcing
When you outsource your Recruitment Process to us
it doesn’t mean losing control of your recruiting
function, it’s gaining a partner whose sole focus is to
strengthen it. Madhees RPO is the combination of
Value Proposition (Quality) & Recruitment Metrics
(Quantity) & we thrive to enhance both.
HR identification and recruitment has proved to be a
challenging job and outsourcing both candidates and
jobs has come to stay being ‘cost effective’ and more
reliable, as an outside agency is more methodical and
objective in its approach.
Services from Madhees RPO division are flexible and
customized to every industry, demographic, social &
economic needs. We strictly follow Recruitment
policies of our clients & ensure value addition & cost
saving within these parameters. We provide Onsite
and/or offsite services as required by clients. We also
offer flexible staffing service where, during peak
recruitment months, we deploy additional
Recruitment staff to ensure smooth Recruitment in
the organization. This substantially impacts our
client's bottom line since we could work with the
minimum number of Recruiters during lean months.

Benefits of RPO

No matter what the position is, be it Permanent or
Temp Staffing you will see how effectively we screen
and interview candidates to hire talented staff that
"fit" with your organization. We can:
Identify critical success factors for all jobs. Help you
apply these factors during screening and
interviewing. Provide management training on
interviewing techniques. Create an efficient and
organized hiring process.
Madhees has niche skills in resourcing in large
numbers, across locations, at various levels. We
offer the following services depending on our
customer needs.





Executive Staffing / Head Hunting
Recruitment Process Outsourcing
Temp Staffing
BPO Services











Reduce operating costs
Focus on the core business
Create a variable cost structure
Improve quality of recruiting process
Expedite speed to market
Foster Innovation
 Access to "Best in Class" Expertise
& Technology
 Slimmer Recruitment Team
 Lesser time & cost per hire

We Guarantee





 Enhanced Hire per Recruiting staff
 Direct cost saving of Online Job portal services


Exhaustive Reports addressing all the
recruitment functions & personnel including
cost per hire
 Reduce Recruitment process
time substantially
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Temping & Pay rolling
Temporary staffing is not new in today's
corporate world
Though temporary staffing is not a new phenomenon
in the global corporate scenario, it is a relatively new
concept in SME India and with more and more
organizations starting operations in the country, the
trend is growing rapidly. Temping is a co‐employment
association between a Client Company, Vendor
Company and the Employee. The Vendor Company
assumes accountability for obligations related to
Recruitment, Human Resources, Payroll & Benefits,
Statutory Compliance, Employment Taxes and
Employee Services. Madhees is managed by principals
with a combined corporate and consulting experience
in various, IT and Non IT disciplines. Undoubtedly,
Temp Staffing provides a win‐win situation for the
employer and employee.

Benefits of Temping:















Focus on Core Competencies
Cost Control
International Practices
Swift Deployment of Resources
Reduction of HR functional force
Less Payroll and Accounting Costs
Statutory Compliance as per law
Superior HR Services
 Better Employer and Employee
Communications
 Retain and Attract Talent

Staff Augmentation

development. Staff Augmentation services arrange
for skilled personnel to work underneath your
direction to help you progress, preserve, achieve and
support your Projects and assignment through your
selected applicants. Our capable application
professionals can help you manage changeable skill
needs, skills breaks and fluctuating staffing needs to
meet your forceful project timelines.
Madhees HR, global outlook with robust localized
presence and dedicated skills‐development
empowers us to focus on providing significance to
our customers’ businesses through industry‐specific
assistances, custom‐made solutions and highly‐skilled
domain professionals.

Business challenges






Key benefits




Madhees HR announced a new service called Staff
Augmentation for international & domestic. This
service is an outsourcing stratagem which is used to
staff a project and respond to business purposes on
instantaneous basis.
Staff augmentation will help you to achieve a
number of business goals comprising quicker
speed‐ to‐market, industry and technical
knowledge that accelerates the excellence and
speed of development, and evading the cost and
time prerequisite for internal training and skill

How can you reduce the cost of hard‐to‐find
skills and take benefit of globally competitive
rates?
 Is your goal to be competent to access
skills when and where compulsory on a
changing and flexible basis?
 How do you admittance leading skills devoid
of an investment in training?
 What can your company do to make sure that
staffs are trained in the up‐to‐date practices
that drive quality and speed in growth and
management?



















Decreasing total cost of recruitments and
saves time
No need to disquiet focus on staff
preservation & procurement
Remove the need to hire permanent
employees for short term projects
Easy for amalgamation with client
internal process
Increase management to easily focus on
developing plans and ingenuities to meet your
business objectives
Stress‐free to adopt the right resource for
long term projects
Easy to accomplish the project deadline
Decrease the time frame for acquisition
of resources
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Assessment Center
Anything that can’t be measured can’t be improved

Here is what we can do to help:



Research demonstrates that there is no substitute
for objectively observing and systematically
measuring how people actually perform "on the
ground".
Assessment Centers are often described as the
variety of testing techniques that allow the
candidates to demonstrate, under standardized
conditions, the skills and abilities most essential for
success in a given job. – Dennis A. Joiner,





We provide a complete range of assessment
center design and delivery services



We design and manage the whole process
from scratch using both our own
established procedures and assessment
tools, or designing entirely new and highly
organizationally relevant systems and
exercises
 Our Assessment Tests appraise you not just
the status and potential of the candidates
but addresses the crucial issues of where and
how they have to be led to reach the desired
goals – personal and organizational
 We have certified professionals to carry
out the counseling and psychometric
testing processes.

Our Esteemed Clients
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Technology
Product Development
Madhees' software product architecture design &
development services transform the product idea to
a blueprint for implementation, which turns into a
product design, which in turn is transformed into
working software, keeping an acute eye on that
tantalizing balance between time‐to‐market,
functionality, performance point of reference and
quality. In today’s adroit business world, our clients
have to be in advance state of competition by
maintaining belligerent product release schedules to
provide new updates, features, functions and
performance standards, while concurrently
retaining their current customers by constantly
delighting them. The only way they can adaptably
increase their engineering bandwidth to
instantaneously achieve their outwardly diverse
results is through a company like Madhees which
has various product engineering capabilities.
While Madhees offers know‐how in all the
implementation facets of a product such as system
architecture, design and development, Whether you
have an idea you want to corroborate, a product
you want to build, or a prevailing product that needs
optimization, our people are trained to cross any
sort of barriers and we have the proficiency to drive
business results and the track‐record to prove it.
Through our capability we have set up three policies
to accomplish business needs;




Concept validation
Development speed
Product optimization

Custom Development
With different organizations following different
businesses processes and managerial approaches,
there is a constant need to innovate and develop
applications that fulfill specific demands. Our
custom development comes in handy to bridge the
functional gaps and remove the loopholes in inter‐
departmental processes, and add to seamless
overall functioning.

The main areas where our custom development
is implemented are:
Automating Manual Tasks
In order to increase speed and efficiency for improved performance,
thereby saving time and money, and possibly extra manpower.
Supporting Specific Tasks
For which applications and solutions are not available easily off
the shelf and need to be specifically created.
Bridging Functional Gaps
In order to make the functioning smooth, seamless and error‐free,
and also to avoid duplication or unnecessary repetition of tasks.
Suiting Niche Audiences
One solution doesn’t work for all, and specifically targeted
approaches are needed to suit the demands of niche audiences.
Madhees provides superior and dynamic services following the
latest technologies and processes.
Application Development
Our dedicated team of thoughtful and skilled professionals works as
an extension to your team. Madhees brings to your plate unique
ideas, carefully tested approaches, well‐crafted development
designs creative conceptualization and industry specific solutions, all
togethe to lead to supreme results.
Application Integration
We focus on seamless integration that ensures enhancement of the
existing features along with other useful add-ons. The integration
guarantees better functioning with the convenience of easier and
simplified access to information, as well as improved workflow
between various departments.
Application Migration Services
The focus is on successful and careful migration without loss of
existing frameworks. Time-tested approaches ensure minimal
amount of re-engineering, with functionality checks done at each
stage of the migration.
Application Maintenance Services
These are vital to do quality checks on a regular basis to ensure that
the scalability of the solutions is maximized under all kinds of
circumstances, and timely modifications are done to meet the
growing demands of the business.
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Mobile Application Development
With mobile phones and tablets being additional
devices from which businesses can be handled,
Madhees provides innovative and cutting‐edge
services in Mobile Application Development
across multiple platforms and verticals. Our skilled
professionals follow latest technological tools and
advancements to give the best solutions in
enterprise mobility.

Cross Platform Mobile App Development
A smarter approach with the freedom and
convenience to write once, yet get access to the
individual functionality of each of the platforms.
Business possibilities widen with this approach,
enabling easier access to multiple platform users
and audiences. Be it iOS, Android or Windows,
you get smooth and seamless functionality and
accessibility.

Mobile Websites
Carefully planned and designed websites for easier
navigation and access from a handheld device. With
conventional website functions being available on‐
the‐go, scalability of enterprise mobility solutions
touches a new high. The approach benefits
businesses in e‐commerce and other areas.

Mobile Application Management Platform

The idea is to build websites and web applications
that meet your specific business goals and
entrepreneurial demands. They are scalable, promise
good returns, and act as a cost‐effective solution,
coming from professionals who have a specialized
skill set in Web Design and Web Development.

Web Application Services
The back‐end of the applications is formed keeping in
mind the latest technological innovations in the
market. Businesses are always facing challenges in
tough market scenarios, and applications are built in
a dynamic enough manner to take on new upgrades
and modifications. Our web designers and
developers ensure that you are constantly in sync
with the latest trends.

Web Design Services
To put it simply, the consumer facing part of the
website is built keeping in mind easy navigation and
convenient usability. Simple, yet effective tools and
frameworks are used to ensure maximum efficiency.

Web design and web development, as well as web
applications have become vital for any growing
business these days. At Madhees, specialists such as
website developers, designers etc. have a deep
commitment towards excellence, and they always
strive to give quality solutions in the form of superior
websites, web applications and a lot more.

Businesses enjoy better management on the
application, rather than the device making the
whole process of designing and development a lot
easier. Structural and functional changes can then
be made with focus on the applications. With a great
ROI, apps improve business expansion potential and
help reach global markets.

Web Application & Web Design
Madhees provides a variety of Web Application,
Web Development& Web Design services to help
businesses fulfill various needs ranging from
development of applications for consumers to
inter‐ departmental applications. We make use of
innovative and highly tested methods to ensure
maximum quality on the deliverables.
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Database Management
Madhees delivers cost‐effective and meticulously managed Database Management services that focus on
optimum quality and maximum utility. We provide a variety of database environments that help clients fulfill
their specific demands.
From Database Up gradation and Migration to Backup and Recovery Management, we provide a wide array of
services that act as a wholesome solution for you. The tools and accelerators used by Madhees come from the
years of experience of a highly qualified team that is trained specifically to meet the challenges of Database
Management. Security and Reliability are the factors that are at the forefront.
Professionals at Madhees are always updated with the latest trends and technologies in the market, and thus,
provide the most modern and effective services.

Our Database Management includes:







Disaster Recovery
Performance Tuning
Business Continuity
Upgrades and Migration
Configuration and Implementation
Support and Maintenance
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Pro Model Approach
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Staff Augmentation
Product Permanent Hiring Solutions
Madhees Permanent Hire Solutions are a perfect solution for companies who need to hire technical
resources but are short of time and recruiting resources. Hiring Madhees also brings better penetration
in your dream workforce as we can access performers for conversions in your favor. Permanent Hiring
solutions offer savings on your staff’s time, advertising budgets and competitive edge with access to a
larger and qualified pool of candidates.
Permanent Hire Solutions give companies the ability to immediately hire Madhees Consultants as
internal employees. With Permanent Hire Solutions, Madhees and the company agree on the terms of
the Permanent Hire placement which typically include the fee percentage and a guarantee provision
should the consultant not work out. Our professional recruiters deploy several practices to ensure that
you get a right candidate for filling your permanent vacancies. These include:









Assigning a dedicated Recruitment Manager and/or executive to our clients for managing
their permanent requirements
Seek out exception professionals through our extensive network. These resources are usually
not traceable except through some contact or referral.
High degree of screening process
Special interview methods
Multi‐layered reference techniques

This model helps to controls cost and maintain trade confidentiality. Our extended sourcing reach in
India, Australia, Canada, Panama and highly effective processes for screening, testing and recruiting help
you bring the best IT resources on board. We take utmost care to get you dedicated staff that can sustain
and succeed even in challenging situations.

Contract to Hire Staffing Solutions
Contract‐to‐hire enables our clients to fill a full‐time position after an on‐the‐job performance
evaluation. It is an intermediate staffing solution where a candidate is employed on a temporary basis
with an intention to be absorbed on a permanent role after evaluating his/ her skills and capabilities for a
specific period. As an employer, you get tremendous flexibility in terms of monitoring work performance
of a consultant prior to making a formal offer of employment.
Madhees’s Contract‐to‐Hire solutions provide our customers the option of hiring the candidate after an
initial 3‐6 months on contract. During the initial engagement, our clients have the opportunity to review
the candidate's core skill level as well as 'on‐the‐job' interpersonal and presentation skills prior to
making a hiring commitment.
Contract‐to‐Hire Solutions are offered on an hourly bill rate for the contract period which is valid till the
date the consultant gets into a regular employment with the company. It may also be driven by
minimum number of hours that the consultant must work as a Madhees Consultant prior to conversion.
Finally, Madhees receives a conversion fee once the consultant is actually converted to regular employee
status with the company.
At Madhees, the process for candidate interviews, screening and recruitment is similar to that for a
temporary employee; however the candidate will have a long‐term goal, interest and involvement in
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the company. Madhees is a employee centric company and makes investment in developing core as well
as soft skills of a candidate to have a smooth sailing for a consultant from being a contract resource to a
hired resource. This will involve:







Regular trainings during pre‐contract period
Focused on‐demand technical trainings
Constant upgrading soft skills
Regular performance reviews
Orientation programs on future technology trends
Access to Madhees’s intranet for knowledge sharing

Contract‐to –hire staffing is gaining huge popularity due to the fact that it offers a Win‐Win situation
for “The Company” as well as “The Candidate”.
The model brings following advantages to the company:












Mitigate risk
Maintain low attrition
Reduce HR and operational costs
Increased return on investment
Reduced administrative responsibilities
Flexibility to hire staff in core business areas
Opportunity to train the employee to specific skills
Opportunity to hire only high performing talent in the organization

The model brings following advantages for candidate:






Opportunity for on‐the‐job training
Opportunity for potential permanent job
Opportunity to understand potential role in the company
Opportunity to prove their expertise and demonstrate skills
Opportunity to work in different environments and industries
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The Core team

Reach us at:
kiran@madhees.com, +91‐7660000777
vamsi.sagiraju@madhees.com, +91‐ 7660000727
madhuri@madhees.com, +91‐7660000222

We are expaaaaanding…
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Please share your story
Thank you for taking the time to review our company profile. If we can assist
you in any way with a proposal or discussion about your next Placements or IT
requirements or Training and development or anything which is causing
hindrance to your operations, please do not hesitate to contact us.
We will always be there to serve you the best.

Madhees Team
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Madhees Techno Consulting Private Limited
CIN: U72200TG2014PTC094552
# 446, S. Chandra Reddy Towers Madhapur,
Cyberabad, Hyderabad – 500081.
info@madhees.com

Disclaimer:
The information in the “MADHEES’ Corporate Profile 2015” has been prepared by Madhees Techno Consulting Private Limited
with the assistance of Madhees Publications Division. It is intended as a general guide only. Its application to specific situations
will depend on the particular circumstances involved. Accordingly, we recommend that readers seek appropriate professional
advice before taking any action. This information should not be relied upon as a substitute for such advice. While all reasonable
attempts have been made to ensure that the information contained herein is accurate, MADHEES accepts no responsibility for
any errors or omissions it may contain, whether caused by negligence or otherwise, or for any losses, however caused, sustained
by any person relying upon it.

Scan the above QR Code from a smart phone
to visit our official site.
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